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Why Aquos?
We know that as a benthic researcher, 
you’d rather be immersed in research, not 
figuring out how to make your own benthic 
chamber.  So we designed the Aquos BC-8 
benthic chamber system with the versatility 
to study benthic fluxes in a variety of aquatic 
environments, from rivers and estuaries to 
lagoons, mangrove forests and oceans, in 
waters up to 100 feet deep.

Rugged, Durable Construction
The Aquos BC-8 benthic chamber features 
a heavy-duty, cast acrylic chamber, designed 
for service in harsh, rocky coastal areas of 
rivers and oceans.  The beveled bottom 
edge allows you to press the open end deep 
into the sediment with ease.  Metal fasteners 
in contact with water are stainless steel and 
ports are nickel-plated brass.  Headplate 
knobs are oversized, to allow a diver to 
easily turn them even with gloved hands.

What if: you didn’t have to waste time getting parts and materials to fabri-
cate your own benthic chamber and could simply design your research project regard-
less of the number of benthic chambers you need?  
With the Aquos BC-8 benthic chamber, you can do just that.  Aquanoss Benthic Technologies 
proudly introduces the Aquos BC-8, the world’s first commercial, research-grade benthic chamber.  
The Aquos BC-8 is a powerful, feature-rich, affordable benthic flux chamber designed with the 
benthic researcher in mind.  With the Aquos BC-8, time is on your side.

Ready to Deploy
When you receive your benthic chamber, 
simply unpack it, and you are ready to 
deploy it.  There are no parts to assemble, 
no tools to put it together.  With the Aquos 
BC-8 benthic chamber, simplicity is a 
hallmark.



Customizable Chamber
The Aquos features two dedicated ports on 
the headplate, and one extra port (capped) 
for your use.  Want extra ports? Just let us 
know, and we’ll be happy to help.  Need 
longer power cable?  No problem!  At 
Aquanoss, we pride ourselves in offering 
customized solutions for your benthic 
research requirements.

Low Power Consumption
The stepper motor’s power consumption is only 2W.  
With the 12V, sealed, deep-cycle battery from Aquanoss, 
the stepper motor can be powered for up to 170 hours.  
Low power consumption gives you the ability to perform 
experiments with longer duration.

Flexible Power Sources
The Aquos BC-8 offers two power options: 
a submerged 12V power pack or an above-
water 12V power pack.  The latter allows 
you to ‘hot swap’ the battery with a fresh 
one, without having to go underwater to do 
so.

Maintenance Free
The Aquos BC-8’s motor and motor 
controller are entirely maintenance free 
and have no user-serviceable parts.  Peace 
of mind is built-in, with the Aquos.

Sampling is Easy
The built-in Sampling Port on the headplate 
features a rubber septum, allowing the 
use of an optional syringe with 6in. long 
hypodermic needle to sample the water 
column inside the chamber.
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If you’re planning your next benthic research project, contact us today, and let us show you 
how we can put time on your side!

4319 S. National, Suite 235 - Springfield, MO 65810 - 417-942-3144 - Fax: 417-368-4558
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All rights reserved.

Features and Benefits at a Glance
 • Rugged cast acrylic construction for durability and long life
• Stepper motor with integrated driver, in waterproof chamber to drive magnetic impeller
• Magnetic impeller driven by stepper motor, to gently stir the water column inside chamber
• Motor speed controller to control motor rpms
• 12V sealed, deep-cycle batteries available, to drive the stepper motor
• Submerged or above-water power source options provide versatility
• Adjustable depth collar allows penetration of open chamber bottom to a  predetermined   
           depth into sediment
• Beveled edge of chamber bottom allows easy penetration of sediment
• Volume Equalization Valve allows sampled water to be replaced by external water
• Septum Valve allows sampling of water column inside chamber with hypodermic syringes
• Optional anchoring systems, marker floats, sampling syringes, batteries and battery chargers      
            available


